1000 POUND FOLDING RAMP

Genuine Accessories

Tools Required / HERRAMIENTAS NECESARIAS / OUTILS NECESSAIERS

WARNING

- Ramp may break or slide if not properly secured or misused. Avoid slack in safety chains when attaching ramps to the loading surface.
- When loading or unloading from a vehicle, make sure emergency brake is on, vehicle is in park, engine off, with wheels blocked.
- Do not overload ramps. Maximum distributed load capacity is 1000 lbs per ramp. Keep ramps parallel and load centered. Do not park load on ramp for an extended period of time.
- Ramps must be clean, dry and free of grease, mud, and other material prior to use.
- Do not ride equipment on ramp. Stand to side when loading, use a winch when necessary and keep body clear in case load or ramps shifts/breaks.
- Do not park equipment on ramp or use as a jack for changing oil or vehicle maintenance.
- Not intended for loading automobiles, trucks, persons or as a handicap access.
- Do not alter ramps or use other than indicated in these warnings and accompanying instructions.
- Not intended for loading trailers. Loading surface must be between 28” and 40” off the ground. Ramp must be secured to the loading surface.